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CALENDAR INDUSTRIAL (RESEARCH) Matinée Every Sunday at 01:00 pm except during the winter break (15 December 2013 – 12 January 2014)



NEW INDUSTRIES CONFERENCE – MONEY AND DEBT IN THE POSTINDUSTRIAL WORLD  Conference



09 October 2013 – 17 November 2013



INDUSTRIAL (RESEARCH)  Documentation 14 September 2013 – 26 January 2014



RUHRBAN / BETWEEN PLACES Exhibition



16 – 19 January 2014 AXEL BRAUN – TO THE BENEFIT OF A SOCIETY OF TOMORROW FOR WHICH WE BUILD TODAY Installation 



JENS HEITJOHANN – I PROMISE, I AM THE FUTURE Performance tour  13, 20, 27 October, 03, 10 and 17 November 2013



14 September 2013 – 26 January 2014



REQUIEM FOR A BANK Exhibition



MOVING TYPES Interactive exhibition



14 September 2013 – 26 January 2014



28 September 2013 – 02 March 2014



MACHINA EX – HEDGE KNIGHTS Live adventure game



INVISIBLE PLAYGROUND – UTOPIA STOCK EXCHANGE Live stock market game



03 – 05 October 2013



Dates: www.hmkv.de



NEW INDUSTRIES FESTIVAL



Dortmunder U / Unionviertel 14 September 2013 – 02 March 2014 Opening: 13 September 2013, 07:00 pm, foyer, ground floor



The Dortmunder U, in cooperation with the Hartware MedienKunstVerein (HMKV), the Technical University Dortmund, U2_Kulturelle Bildung and Urbane Künste Ruhr, presents the NEW INDUSTRIES FESTIVAL, a five-month long series of exhibitions and events exploring the past, present and future of industry. The structural changes in Europe’s former industrial regions such as the Ruhr, Northern England, Belgium
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and Upper Silesia epitomise the transition of societies from industrial to knowledge- and service-based societies and the so-called creative classes. The relocation of industrial production to emerging countries such as China and India is mirrored on both sides by shifts in economic, finance and social policies as well as changes in the workplace and in daily life. The promise of social and cultural emancipation thanks to long-term employment and social advancement has given way to working and living environments where »self-reliance, initiative, flexibility, mobility and creativity are essential requirements to take part in society.« (Juliane Rebentisch / Christoph Menke) The NEW INDUSTRIES FESTIVAL initiated by HMKV asks how we became what we are and which kind of industries mark our lives today. How does the process of de-industrialisation affect communities and landscapes? How do industrial culture and cultural industry interact? Which new forms of industry have emerged in the wake of this economic transition? And how does the »might of industrial society« (Max Horkheimer / Theodor W. Adorno) perpetuate itself in these new industries? This exhibition guide presents the formats organised by HMKV in the framework of the NEW INDUSTRIES FESTIVAL.
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INDUSTRIAL (RESEARCH) Documentation



14 September 2013 – 26 January 2014 HMKV at the Dortmunder U, 6th floor (Gallery) Opening: 13 September 2013, 07:00 pm, foyer, ground floor



What happened to industry? This question applies not only to the Ruhr but also to large parts of Belgium, Northern France, Northern England, the USA, and formerly socialist states in Eastern Europe. How does the so-called structural change affect communities and landscapes globally? And what are its repercussions in art and popular culture? I NDUSTRIAL (Research) documents a series of historic and contemporary works which are concerned with the process of de- industrialisation in former industrial countries and the rapid, large-scale industrialisation in emerging countries. It is simultaneously a work place, research lab and repository encouraging visitors to familiarise with a topic that combines local and global concerns as well as historic and current developments with far-ranging consequences. Curated by Dr. Inke Arns and Thibaut de Ruyter
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INDUSTRIAL (RESEARCH)
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INTRODUCTION INDUSTRIAL (Research) asks a deceitfully simple question: What happened to heavy industry? This question applies not only to the Ruhr but also to large parts of Belgium, Northern France, Northern England, the USA, and formerly socialist states in Eastern Europe. In the past fifty years most of these regions have undergone a long and painful process of de-industrialisation euphemistically termed structural change. In the post-Socialist states of Eastern Europe this process began as late as 1990 and was completed in less than two decades. How does this structural change affect communities and landscapes globally? And what are its repercussions in art and popular culture? INDUSTRIAL (Research) is not an exhibition properly speaking as it does not show a single artwork. Rather it presents that which is normally excluded from the exhibi tion proper: ideas, conversations, images, texts, video and sound documents; in other words the results of the research conducted by the two curators, Inke Arns and Thibaut de Ruyter, as part of the NEW INDUSTRIES FESTIVAL. INDUSTRIAL (Research) encourages visitors to take part in their research by leafing through collections of photographs, watching videos and browsing through documentation. It literally invites them into the back office of an upcoming exhibition. This curatorial engine room will come alive on a regular basis as part of Sunday matinees
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(a classic museum format), a programme of lectures, talks, film screenings, concerts and commented DJaying. INDUSTRIAL (Research) documents a series of historic and contemporary works which are concerned with the process of de-industrialisation in former industrial countries and the rapid, large-scale industrialisation in emerging countries, most notably China and India. It would indeed appear that industrial modes of production have not so much subsided as relocated to other parts of the world. While the so-called First World is still looking for ways to alleviate the (long-term) social and economic consequences of de-industrialisation, these new global players are undergoing a rapid and massive process of industrialisation. INDUSTRIAL (Research) explores industry’s heritage in the areas it has abandoned, but also its relocation to other areas of the world and the working conditions in these countries. More generally, it asks if industry has really disappeared in traditional industrial countries or if immaterial labour is not merely an uncanny resurgence of industry that translates the »might of industrial society« (Max Horkheimer / Theodor W. Adorno) into today’s post-industrial modes of production. We first worked together in 2009 on »Awake are Only the Spirits« – On Ghosts and Their Media, an exhibition held at the 2,200 square-metre PHOENIX Halle, a refurbished
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warehouse of the former steel mill Phoenix-West in Dortmund-Hörde built in 1895 and used as an exhibition venue by the HMKV from 2003 to 2010. One evening, as we sat in front of the PHOENIX Halle contemplating the monumental structure of the former steel mill, a magnificent ruin of the industrial age bathed by the sunset, we asked ourselves what exactly had happened to this site in particular, and to heavy industry in the Ruhr in general? This was the beginning of the INDUSTRIAL project. The early days of Industrial Music or Bernd & Hilla B  echer’s presentation of abandoned steel mills at documenta 5 (1972) go back more than 40 years. Since that time the situation has changed dramatically: the two last coal mines in North Rhine-Westphalia are about to be closed down for good in 2018, heavy industry has all but relocated to o  ther countries, and the massive process of industrialisation in (Southeast) Asia comes at a high cost (suffice to consider the recent collapse of the Rana Plaza textile plant in Bangladesh, which caused more than 1,100 casualties; the German clothes discounter KiK was among their clients). It seemed to us that the time had come to assess these developments.



At Dortmund Central Station the windows appear next to each other, with the smoke stack in the middle. The representation on this page documents the approach of the designers (labor b designbüro) for the NEW INDUSTRIES FESTIVAL, its formal vocabulary focusing on the architectural elements from the original windows.
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Like all cities in the Ruhr area, Dortmund boasts a rich industrial heritage. Yet INDUSTRIAL (Research) does not focus on the material remains of the industrial age but on the consequences of de-industrialisation in popular culture and subculture. It was only when large industrial sites became dysfunctional that the aesthetic qualities of
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the industrial past were revealed and perceived by a broader public. The Bechers’ serial photographs of abandoned coal mines (for instance Zeche Zollern II / IV in Dortmund from 1969) and other industrial buildings epitomise this mutation. And it was from the ruins of the industrial age that the movement called Industrial Music emerged in the mid-seventies, a few years before loft living in refurbished factories would become fashionable. If you come to Dortmund on a train and walk through the main hall of the Central Station (1952), you can admire the large stained glass windows designed in the early fifties by the artist Hans Klein. In 2009 the original windows (today at the Industrial Museum Henrichshütte in Hattingen) were replaced with detailed replicas (produced by the Thomas Haubner silkscreen print shop). If you look at them closely you will see that the five images depict Dortmund’s historic industries and trades. Around the central image, which r epresents Dortmund as a city of industrial work, are images related to steelworks, coking plants, metal engineering and breweries. These stained glass windows are central to I NDUSTRIAL (Research) to the extent that they epitomise not only the city’s industrial history but also a certain aesthetic which has inspired numerous artists and musicians. In 2011 our project travelled to five industrial cities in Poland under the name INDUSTRIAL on Tour (organised by Daniel Muzyczuk). We presented a programme of
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films and concerts in different art venues, while researching the history of various industries which have marked these towns to this day: the famous shipyard in Gdańsk, the chemical plant in the West-Galician town of Tarnów, steel production in Nowa Huta / Kraków, coal mining in Bytom, Upper Silesia, and textile production in Łódź. During this trip it soon became clear that there is nothing like a direct confrontation with the buildings, places and communities in these regions. This is how we developed the idea to show our own archive. With INDUSTRIAL (Research), the project which began several years ago in Dortmund takes on yet another form. It is set to further develop in the future and present itself to audiences through different context- specific formats. Curating means not simply choosing artists and assembling artworks in a space, but also making available one’s knowledge and stimulating a (hopefully) lively debate. INDUSTRIAL (Research) is therefore simultaneously a work place, research lab and repository encouraging visitors to familiarise with a topic that combines local and global concerns as well as historic and current developments with far-reaching consequences. Dr. Inke Arns, Thibaut de Ruyter
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INDUSTRIAL (Research) Matinées Every Sunday, 01:00 pm Commented DJ sets with guests, artists’ talks, lectures, concerts, film screenings



SEPTEMBER 2013 15, 22, 29 September 2013



With: Dimitri Hegemann, Max Dax (tbc), Thibaut de Ruyter, Martini, Hellmut Neidhardt, Birgit Richard (tbc), Richard Ortmann (tbc), VIBRÆ, Jens Heitjohann, Axel Braun, Carmen Losmann, Invisible Playground, Dr. Inke Arns, Fabian Saavedra-Lara, and others



OCTOBER 2013 06, 13, 20, 27 October 2013



DECEMBER 2013 01, 08 December 2013



Programme: www.hmkv.de



JANUARY 2014 19, 26 January 2014



INDUSTRIAL (RESEARCH)



NOVEMBER 2013 03, 10, 17, 24 November 2013
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FLOOR PLAN 6th floor (Gallery)
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REQUIEM FOR A BANK Exhibition 14 September 2013 – 26 January 2014 HMKV / Urbane Künste Ruhr at the Dortmunder U, 3rd floor Opening: 13 September 2013, 07:00 pm, foyer, ground floor



Claire Fontaine Ilona Gaynor Goldin+Senneby Toril Johannessen Jens Jarisch (with Dirk von Lowtzow) Anja Kirschner and David Panos Carmen Losmann Aernout Mik
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Zoe Papadopoulou Tobias Revell Hans Richter RYBN.ORG Andrés Senra Urban-Think Tank / ETH Zürich Gillian Wearing Sislej Xhafa



The exhibition Requiem for a Bank examines the world of finance. International artists from the realms of media art, visual arts, performance and architecture reflect on the boom of global financial markets since the 1970s and how it has changed our conception of money – from coins and bills to high-risk bonds. The exhibition is furthermore interested in the consequences of the virtual economy on working conditions and life in society in general, while shedding a light on the connection between the financial economy and the everyday, where market relations have become the benchmark for private and social action. While doing so, Requiem for a Bank also charts a series of – both positive and negative – scenarios for the future. The issues it addresses also resonate with Axel Braun’s installation To the benefit of a society of tomorrow for which we build today, and a programme of participatory performances will project its concerns into the public space. Curated by Fabian Saavedra-Lara
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CLAIRE FONTAINE Untitled (Sell Your Debt)



GOLDIN+SENNEBY The Discreet Charm



Neon 2012 Courtesy the artist and Galerie Neu, Berlin



Installation (Model, props, projected video, 15:12 min)  2011 / 2012 with Pamela Carter (playwright), Ismail Ertürk (cultural economist), Anna Heymowska (set designer), Hamadi Khemiri (actor)



The neon work Untitled (Sell Your Debt) combines one of the most emblematic advertising media of 20th-century capitalism with subversive messages. The group encourage the general public to appropriate a financial practice that generated enormous profits until the 2008 crisis: securitising and selling on bad loans (such as subprime mortgages which are likely to default). Here, protest is expressed by ostensibly endorsing a financial practice. (FSL)



ILONA GAYNOR Everything Ends in Chaos Mixed Media Installation (Objects, narrative texts, films) 2009 – 2011



Everything Ends in Chaos is a mixed media installation of objects, texts and films retracing the arcane causal chains of an artificially designed and reconstructed Black Swan – an expression used to describe an unpredictable, devastating event caused by a concatenation of a series of highly unlikely causalities. Illona Gaynor’s artificial Black Swan refers to a crash that echoes the global financial crisis in 2008. (Ilona Gaynor / FSL)



Alluding to Buñuel’s surrealist film, The Discreet Charm concerns the infrastructures that are created in relation to capital and finance. Using a scale model of the kind frequently used as demonstration material in theatres between the director and actors, or between production teams and investors, an economist – who may possibly be an actor – explains various financial strategies and instruments. The relationship between drama, model, stage and reality is con stantly negotiated with the viewer. (Kim Einarsson)



TORIL JOHANNESSEN Mean Time Re-programmed clock 2011



Mean Time consists of a station clock linked to a computer which continually collects information about data traffic on the Internet. Its dial-up speed is proportionate to the global activity in the World Wide Web: when the data traffic increases, the clock runs faster, and when the activity decreases, it slows down. Historically, the synchronisation and standardisation of time is linked to the development of railway networks at the end of the 19th century and the idea of progress in capitalism (»time is money«). Today, the ubiquity of the Internet fundamentally affects our perception of time. (Lautom Gallery / FSL)
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JENS JARISCH (WITH DIRK VON LOWTZOW) Das Geheimnis des geliehenen Geldes



CARMEN LOSMANN Work hard – play hard



Radio play, 43:42 min 2007



Documentary, 90:00 min 2011



In Das Geheimnis des geliehenen Geldes (The Secret of Borrowed Money) a journalist probes into the mystery of missing capital and the alarming consequences, and while doing so stumbles over unexpected connections. As wayward as it may seem, the question what happens if we go on like this is one of the few taboos in today’s media. Although news programmes are constantly worrying about the dangers of rising public debt, offering well-intentioned commentary, they persistently avoid to say where we will end up if – as is most probable – we continue down the same path. (Jens Jarisch)



Director Carmen Losmann takes us on a journey through the post-industrial workshops of the knowledge and service-providing industries – the future of work which has long since become a reality. The film shows how neo-liberalism as a political and social project (deregulation of markets, flexibilisation of work, privatisation, the constant demand for innovation and creativity) invests all areas of society and observes its consequences on the employees’ private lives. (Film Kino Text / FSL)



Production: Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg, DLF, SWR



AERNOUT MIK Middlemen



ANJA KIRSCHNER and DAVID PANOS Ultimate Substance



1-channel video installation, 30:00 min 2001 Courtesy carlier | gebauer



Mixed Media Installation (HD video, wooden sculpture, stones), 34:00 min 2012 Courtesy the artists and Hollybush Gardens (UK)



The video installation Ultimate Substance is based on the premise that the introduction of coin money in Greek antiquity lies at the origins of the fundamental distinction between sensuality and abstraction in our culture. The metaphysical tendencies in Greek philosophy and mathematics can thus be better understood in the context of the abstract experience of exchanging money. Ultimate Substance was shot in the Numismatic Museum of Athens and in Lavreotiki, a nearby mining area where silver was extracted on an industrial scale and the city-state of Athens was founded.



The video installation Middlemen shows a panoramic view of a fictitious stock exchange that has just been hit by a massive, fatal crash. Rather than reflecting reality, the traders and the trading floor must be seen as prototypes. Although the video was made before the great financial breakdowns of the 21st century, it manifests the search for images that encapsulate events and contexts we fail to understand. Mik shows the traders as hapless physical shells. Rather than winners, they are slaves of the system who warrant for the »price of money« with their bodies. (FSL)



(Anja Kirschner & David Panos / n.b.k.) Commissioned by Secession (AT), Extra City Kunsthal Antwerpen (BE), Liverpool Biennial and FACT (UK), with support from Neuer Berliner Kunstverein (DE), CentrePasquArt Biel (CH), DEMERGON Daskalopoulos Foundation for Culture and Development (GR) and Arts Council England (UK)
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ZOE PAPADOPOULOU Merger



HANS RICHTER Die Börse als Barometer der Wirtschaftslage



Mixed Media Installation (Video, flag, three framed images), 08:00 min 2008



Film on DVD, 21:00 min 1939 Courtesy Cinémathèque suisse



The Intel – Cyprus Merger shows how the world’s first merger of an indebted country and a corporation might be possible, and even advantageous for both parties. The project aims to highlight the exponential growth of corporations made possible through globalisation and mergers. Moreover through the execution of due diligence, stakeholder engagement and communication, how such a merger could be enacted in the best interests of both, or how it might be communicated so. Merger is told through a presentation of how and why the Merger came to be. (Zoe Papadopoulou)



Hans Richter’s film was commissioned in 1939 by the Zurich Stock Exchange. It represents an early form of PR aiming to improve the public perception of finance in Switzerland with the help of cutting- edge cinematic means. Interestingly, the film justifies financial economy as a necessary social project. Speculation and dematerialised forms of money are not explained as strange aberrations that elude our understanding but as a logical extension of industrial production. (FSL)



TOBIAS REVELL 88.7



RYBN.ORG ADM8 – TRADING BOT PERFORMANCE



Mixed Media Installation (Images, texts, animation) 2012



Algorithm, real time visualizations, audio interface, graphics, books 2011 – today



In 88.7 Tobias Revell develops possible scenarios for the development of the global financial system. In the course of his speculative research the artist collects documents and found objects from the year 2040. In Revell’s futuristic plot a former Soviet icebreaker has been reconditioned for a global financial experiment in which the best traders in the world convene on the ship with the firm intention to trade day and night. On latitude 88.7 (near the North Pole) the ship sails around the Earth in 24 hours in order to be in contact with all the world’s trading zones in the shortest possible time. (FSL)



In 2011, RYBN.ORG launched a performance on financial markets, conducted by the autonomous trading bot ADM8. With an initial capital of 10,000 $, the performance ends when the robot reaches bankruptcy. ADM8 invokes contemporary mythologies surrounding the global markets, and scrutinizes their supposed rationality by contrasting it with its suicidal behavior. In Requiem for a Bank, ADM8’s performances are monitored and shown within the sonic environment of a professional squawkbox audio broadcast, providing real-time analytical information for traders. (RYBN.ORG)
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ANDRÉS SENRA let’s bank



GILLIAN WEARING I’m Desperate



Mixed Media Installation (Images, lettering, video), 03:15 min 2012



From the series: Signs that say what you want them to say and not Signs that say what someone else wants you to say



The project let’s bank consists of various site-specific interventions on facades of closed-down Spanish banks. Andrés Senra integrates excerpts from the Spanish constitution into the existing architecture by mimicking the banks’ typographical vocabulary and graphic design. With his subtle interventions, Senra underlines the utopian nature of fundamental constitutional rights in a system where the market rules. (Andrés Senra)



C-type print mounted on aluminium 1992 – 1993 Courtesy the artist, courtesy Maureen Paley, London, and Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York



URBAN-THINK TANK CHAIR OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN, ETH ZÜRICH Torre David Images, video 13:00 min 2012 – 2013



Torre David (»David’s Tower«), a skyscraper in Caracas (Venezuela) originally designed to host a bank, is one of the highest buildings in South America. When the Venezuelan economy crashed in the wake of the 1994 financial crisis and the investor David Brillembourg died, the project was abandoned, leaving a huge unfinished, empty carcass. Since 2007 more than 750 families originating from mainly poor urban areas have been occupying the ruin, where they have established a functional self-governed economy with numerous small businesses. (FSL)
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This portrait of a slightly smiling banker in a bespoke suit is one of a series of photographs made by the artist in the public spaces of South London in the early 1990s. The banker’s physical appearance, his body held in shape by his tight suit, wearing the insignia of economic power, forms a stark contrast with his statement. Wearing’s series must be seen in the wider context of the economic crisis that affected Great Britain in the early 1990s but still has relevance today. (FSL)



SISLEJ XHAFA Stock Exchange  Video, 30:00 min 2001 Courtesy GALLERIA CONTINUA, San Gimignano / Beijing / Le Moulin



The video Stock Exchange documents a performance by the artist at Ljubljana Central Station (Slovenia). Xhafa is seen dressed as a businessman standing in the main hall and reading out the information on the large timetable. Waving and yelling to the travellers, he announces the destinations of trains as though they were goods, followed by their arrival and departure times, which are understood to be their stock market values. (FSL)
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REQUIEM RESOURCE Research Material Requiem Resource is a collection of documents in various media which were found during research and used for the development of the exhibition. The selection of documents consists of books, videos, documents from the Internet, and newspaper cuttings. They focus on the topics of the exhibition in different ways: scientifically, journalistically, narrating stories, or playfully. You find examples from contemporary popular culture as well as more extended reference literature. This selection does not claim to be exhaustive. Its purpose is to lay down interesting tracks and to provide suggestions for a further examination of the topics. (FSL)
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DEUTSCHE BUNDESBANK Shredded Deutsche Mark banknotes Location: Sparkasse Dortmund, Headquarters, Freistuhl 2, 44137 Dortmund (near the central station) 2000s



In its main lobby the Sparkasse Dortmund exhibits a series of transparent cylinders containing countless shredded Deutsche Mark banknotes which were exchanged for Euro bills when the European Monetary Union came into effect. On the backdrop of the current economic situation in the EU the useless paper money becomes a metaphor for the longing of a graspable, understandable economy, here represented by physical money which connects it to some kind of real economy. (FSL)
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FLOOR PLAN 3rd floor
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HANS RICHTER



URBAN-THINK TANK / ETH ZÜRICH RYBN.ORG



JENS JARISCH (WITH DIRK VON LOWTZOW) GOLDIN+SENNEBY ANJA KIRSCHNER AND DAVID PANOS REQUIEM RESOURCE
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AERNOUT MIK



ANNOUNCEMENT MACHINA EX JENS HEITJOHANN INVISIBLE PLAYGROUND
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AXEL BRAUN – TO THE BENEFIT OF A SOCIETY OF TOMORROW FOR WHICH WE BUILD TODAY Installation



14 September 2013 – 26 January 2014 HMKV at the Dortmunder U, 3rd floor Opening: 13 September 2013, 07:00 pm, foyer, ground floor



Axel Braun’s installation explores the history and architecture of the WestLB. The bank’s branch in Dortmund has been dominating the cityscape since the late 1970s as one of its most renowned and conspicuous buildings. This futuristic-utopistic colossus, with its extensive terraces, towers and rounded cladding, was designed by Harald Deilmann, who is also responsible for other branches of WestLB. On 30 June 2012 the bank was dismantled after a series of wrong decisions, bad speculation and unlawful connections with policy makers had brought it to the brink of collapse. Braun’s work examines what happened to the social and economic utopias of the founding years of the bank and how they left their mark on the architecture. The artist investigates the bank’s history, revealing how its dismay reflects the development of market economy in North Rhine-Westphalia and the globalisation of financial markets. To do so, his installation uses authentic replicas and original construction elements of the former WestLB in Dortmund. Curated by Fabian Saavedra-Lara
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AXEL BRAUN – TO THE BENEFIT OF A SOCIETY OF TOMORROW…
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INTRODUCTION Axel Braun’s installation quotes and reconstructs the architectural logic of Harald Deilmann. The proportions of his space are faithful to the original architectural guidelines for the WestLB, based on an 8 by 8 metre grid. Braun confronts the architecture of the WestLB with that of the Dortmunder U. The windows on the three outer walls of the installation are remnants from the former WestLB branch in Dortmund, their position and framing mirroring the original arrangement on the facade of the bank. The texts on the windows are quotes by the bank’s decision makers whom Braun has identified by browsing through forty years of the bank’s in-house journal. Doing so, he collected quotes that highlight the issue of practical constraints from various angles. Practical constraints are here understood as a lack of argument that cancels out potential counter-arguments in — crucial decisions. The roof of the space is formed by a grid of ceiling tiles as could be found in the open-plan offices at WestLB. Braun questions the effect of the architecture on the employees as well as the general public. The era in which the WestLB was built – the 1970s – was characterised by utopian visions of work as manifested in the form and layout of the architect’s open-plan office spaces. The table and the chairs reiterate the basic shapes of the bank’s interior design from the 1970s. This is where Braun presents fabric samples from his research and photocopied pages of the in-house magazine.



In light of the current financial crisis, the space created by the artist can be seen as a monument, a memorial for a failed bank in which utopian visions contrast with the bad decision-making that led to its demise, leaving tax payers to foot a bill in excess of several billion euros. One of the questions raised by Braun’s work is how we want to remember today’s crises, which forms we will invent to do so, and what we want to do with these modern ruins – empty office spaces whose architecture is based on ideas of continuous growth and expansion.
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AXEL BRAUN – TO THE BENEFIT OF A SOCIETY OF TOMORROW…



But Braun’s space may also be seen as a starting point and architectural proposition for a new archive which – contrary to corporate archives, most of which are not accessible to the public – lets visitors access the history of a failed bank with all its contradictions and, by doing so, aims to promote a genuine democratic debate on the future of the economy. The main question is: What can we learn from the history of the WestLB for the future? Braun’s installation can be understood as an invitation to discuss this question together and to reappraise the downfall of the bank as a problem which is far from resolved. Fabian Saavedra-Lara
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FLOOR PLAN 3rd floor



AXEL BRAUN
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AXEL BRAUN – TO THE BENEFIT OF A SOCIETY OF TOMORROW…
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MACHINA EX – HEDGE KNIGHTS



As part of the exhibition REQUIEM FOR A BANK HMKV / Urbane Künste Ruhr at Dortmunder Unionviertel



Live adventure game



JENS HEITJOHANN – I PROMISE, I AM THE FUTURE Performance tour



INVISIBLE PLAYGROUND – UTOPIA STOCK EXCHANGE Live stock market game



The programme of performances scheduled in the framework of the NEW INDUSTRIES FESTIVAL examines issues such as guilt and responsibility, debt, and the status of the debtor, speculation, bet and game. Thanks to their participatory nature these performances draw on the local urban reality to explore the wider global context. Urban space played an important role in the global financial crisis as an object of speculation; whether in the Ruhr or elsewhere, it has always been, and still is, considered under merely financial criteria. These performances open a window that allows spectators to retrace the often hidden connections between urban development and global finance. In light of its history and current redevelopment, Dortmund’s Unionviertel, a former mining area which is now poised to provide affordable office space for young creative professionals and entrepreneurs, provides an ideal backdrop for a discussion around these issues. The main questions in this debate are: In which kind of city do we want to live? Which aims should cities that are subject to structural change, debt and demographic decline set themselves? Curated by Fabian Saavedra-Lara



MACHINA EX – HEDGE KNIGHTS



JENS HEITJOHANN – I PROMISE, I AM THE FUTURE



03, 04, 05 October 2013, 04:00 pm and 08:30 pm HMKV / Urbane Künste Ruhr Former AOK building, Königswall 25, Dortmund



13, 20, 27 October, 03, 10 and 17 November 2013 HMKV / Urbane Künste Ruhr at Dortmunder Unionviertel



Live adventure game



An abandoned building becomes the setting for a live adventure game. Imagine the office of an overworked trader in Dortmund’s Unionviertel. Market rates are ticking by on the wall. Suddenly, an alarm bell rings: prices are crashing! The spectators must step in: playing a pointand-click computer game, they can explore the office as a playground, picking up, testing, collecting, using and combining objects as the room reacts to the changes. But carrying the game forward and reaching the next level crucially requires the players to collaborate and simultaneously negotiate the trader’s marital problems, bankruptcy, inflation and taking an afternoon nap. Hedge Knights is a participatory performance that allows audiences to experience and enact the work of high-risk traders as a collective gaming process.



Performance tour



Dortmund’s Unionviertel becomes the site of a partici patory encounter as seven inhabitants with a special relationship to money, debt and guilt take participants on a tour through the area. Although from different cultural and social backgrounds, they are connected to each and everyone of us in that they have a monetary or moral debt to society, the obligation to contribute profitably to society. On a walk leading from places of old to sites of new economies, they talk about the economic changes which have had an impact on their personal history. A guided tour that provides an occasion to reflect on one’s own position in society, the value of work and money, the role of solidarity in society and our collective promise as debtors – a promise we never made yet are willing to keep. To register for the performance: www.hmkv.de



To register for the performance: www.hmkv.de
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INVISIBLE PLAYGROUND – UTOPIA STOCK EXCHANGE Live stock market game



Dates will be announced at www.hmkv.de HMKV / Urbane Künste Ruhr at Dortmunder Unionviertel



PLEASE NOTE Registration and/or ticket purchase prior to the  erformances are required in order to participate. p Further information can be found in due time before  the performance dates on our website www.hmkv.de. You can also reach us via [email protected].



Have you ever dreamed about becoming a daredevil stock trader? Have you got plans, visions or utopias for Dortmund? Our real-life game Utopia Stock Exchange allows everyone to become a utopist or stock holder. Local groups or individuals can present their hopes and requests for Dortmund and list them on a stock market of idea bonds. The urban space becomes a playground for a fl  urry of financial transactions. The artist collective Invisible Playground invites all inhabitants of Dortmund to appropriate the complex effects of economic processes by becoming actors and initiators of a social process. At the core of the project lies the question in which kind of city we want to live and how we can play an active part in shaping our visions. To register for the performance: www.hmkv.de
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INVISIBLE PLAYGROUND – UTOPIA STOCK EXCHANGE
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NEW INDUSTRIES CONFERENCE – MONEY AND DEBT IN THE POST-INDUSTRIAL WORLD Conference



16 – 19 January 2014 HMKV at the Dortmunder U



The four-day New Industries Conference examines the global financial economy, the consequences of de-industrialisation, and the emergence of new forms of industry. Reaching beyond academic hierarchies, it allows participants to familiarise with a number of topical questions. What does the collectivisation of debt mean for governments and citizens? Which aims can communities set themselves when they are no longer able to grow? Which forms of self-organisation and meaningful work exist outside a model in which every aspect of social life is assessed in terms of efficiency and economic productivity? The conference encourages participants to chart the local, regional and global structural transformation of the economy and the workplace while reaching beyond traditional academic hierarchies to discuss the impact of these processes on their own life. Concept: Dr. Inke Arns, Fabian Saavedra-Lara Organised by Hartware MedienKunstVerein (HMKV) with the kind support of the Federal Agency for Civic Education (Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung – BpB)
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DORTMUNDER UNIONVIERTEL MACHINA EX – HEDGE KNIGHTS JENS HEITJOHANN – I PROMISE, I AM THE FUTURE INVISIBLE PLAYGROUND – UTOPIA STOCK EXCHANGE



FLOOR PLAN



COLOPHON All projects take place in the framework of the NEW INDUSTRIES FESTIVAL initiated by Hartware MedienKunstVerein (HMKV), Dortmund.



INDUSTRIAL (RESEARCH) Documentation REQUIEM FOR A BANK Exhibition AXEL BRAUN – TO THE BENEFIT OF A SOCIETY OF TOMORROW FOR WHICH WE BUILD TODAY Installation MACHINA EX – HEDGE KNIGHTS Live adventure game JENS HEITJOHANN – I PROMISE, I AM THE FUTURE Performance tour INVISIBLE PLAYGROUND – UTOPIA STOCK EXCHANGE Live stock market game NEW INDUSTRIES CONFERENCE – MONEY AND DEBT IN THE POSTINDUSTRIAL WORLD Conference Curators: Dr. Inke Arns, Thibaut de Ruyter, Fabian Saavedra-Lara



OPENING HOURS Tue + Wed 11:00 am – 06:00 pm Thu + Fri 11:00 am – 08:00 pm Sat + Sun 11:00 am – 06:00 pm Mon closed Bank holidays: www.dortmunder-u.de



GUIDED TOURS Thu 06:00 pm, Sun & bank holidays 04:00 pm (included in the admission)



ADMISSION 5,00 € / 2,50 € reduced Combined ticket HMKV + MO or HMKV + MOVING TYPES or MO + MOVING TYPES 8,00 € / 4,00 € reduced Dortmunder U ticket (all exhibitions) 10,50 € / 5,50 € Free admission for people under 18.



HMKV ARTISTIC DIRECTOR Dr. Inke Arns MANAGING DIRECTOR Frauke Hoffschulte TECHNICAL DIRECTOR Stephan Karass ASSISTANT CURATOR Judith Funke PRODUCTION & ORGANISATION Kathleen Ansorg, Andrea Eichardt ASSISTANT Christina Müer DRAMATURGY PERFORMANCES Christina Pfrötschner PRESS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS Dr. Inke Arns, Frauke Hoffschulte EDUCATION Mirjam Gaffran MANAGER ON DUTY INFOTEAM Stephanie Brysch GUIDED TOURS Stephanie Brysch, Ulrik Schreckert, Doro Tesmer ACCOUNTING Simone Czech



VENUE



INTERNSHIP Melvin Neumann



Hartware MedienKunstVerein HMKV at the Dortmunder U Leonie-Reygers-Terrasse 44137 Dortmund and Dortmunder Unionviertel



TEXT Dr. Inke Arns, Fabian Saavedra-Lara (FSL), Thibaut de Ruyter, Ilona Gaynor, Lautom Gallery, Anja Kirschner & David Panos / n.b.k., Kim Einarsson,
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Exact dates, times, venues and further information can be found at www.hmkv.de



COLOPHON



Jens Jarisch, Andrés Senra, Zoe Papadopoulou, RYBN.ORG, Film Kino Text VIDEO TEAM Aischa Butt, David Figura TRANSLATIONS Patrick (Boris) Kremer ADVISOR PERFORMANCES Johanna-Yasirra Kluhs CONSTRUCTION TEAM Sanja Biere, Yoko Dupuis, Sabine Gorski, Kai Kickelbick, Zeljko Petonjic TECHNICAL TEAM DORTMUNDER U Timo Kruck, Robin Lockhart, Uli Lueg, Oliver Okunik, Detlev Olschewski TECHNICAL DIRECTOR DORTMUNDER U Uwe Gorski PROJECT-RELATED PR Artpress – Ute Weingarten, Berlin www.uteweingarten.de DESIGN labor b designbüro, Dortmund



CONTACT Hartware MedienKunstVerein (HMKV) Hoher Wall 15 (Office) 44137 Dortmund Phone: +49-(0)231-496 642-0 Fax: +49-(0)231-496 642-29 E-Mail: [email protected] www.hmkv.de www.facebook.com/ hartwaremedienkunstverein 55



FUNDERS



FUNDERS INDUSTRIAL (RESEARCH) / REQUIEM FOR A BANK



FUNDERS REQUIEM FOR A BANK 



FUNDERS AXEL BRAUN



FUNDERS MACHINA EX – HEDGE KNIGHTS / INVISIBLE PLAYGROUND – UTOPIA STOCK EXCHANGE Diese Veranstaltung wird ermöglicht durch das NATIONALE PERFORMANCE NETZ im Rahmen der Gastspielförderung T heater aus Mitteln des Bea uftragten der Bundesregierung für Kultur und Medien sowie der Kultur- und Kunstministerien der Länder.



FUNDERS NEW INDUSTRIES CONFERENCE



MEDIA PARTNERS
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Festival 

nuevo convertido debe descubrir y poco a ... durante de toda la vida cristiana que nuestra salvación debe progresar hast
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festival 

3 jun. 2010 - remera con estampa (Owoko,. $ 78), jeans oscuro. (Pâtisserie,. $ 190) y zapatillas acordonadas. (Kickers p
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festival 

FESTIVAL. SUPPORTING THE SANTA BARBARA POLICE YOUTH EXPLORER PROGRAM. Sunday, October 2, 2016. 9am-2pm. Franklin Element
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FESTIVAL Festival del 

11:30AM-7PM. ALCOHOL FREE EVENT HOLY EUCHARIST: 11:30AM INFO (910)567-6917. ALL ARE WELCOME. 2989 EASY ST. DUNN NC. LIVE
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FESTIVAL 

22 oct. 2016 - Makram Khoury, Akin Gazi, Lara Heller. ... a este tipo de cine para crear una historia que no encaja del
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IF 1652 - Cooper Industries 

Sleeve Locking Screw. 13. 'O' Ring. 10. Ground Plate Screws. 9. Brass Retaining Ring. 2. Plug Sleeve. 11. Insulator Asse
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sure-lites - Cooper Industries 

SURE-LITES 1121 Hwy 74 South Peachtree City, Georgia 30269 770-486-4800 Fax 770-486-4801 7/07 049-73C. INSTALLATION. Ste
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Datenblatt - Vicon Industries 

oder 64-bit; Windows 8; Windows 2003, 2008 oder 2012 Server. Workstation Mindestanforderungen. Kompression: H.264, ViconNetÂ® optimiertes MPEG-4 und ...
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warning - Cooper Industries 

Risk of fire/electric shock. If not qualified, consult an electrician. • Disconnect .... Lights should turn ON with moti
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HALO - Cooper Industries 

Faites attention à ne pas les rayer et à ne pas toucher les DEL avec le tournevis. UTILISEZ DES GANTS lors de ce process
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installation instructions - Cooper Industries 

4 oct. 2012 - This can result in twisted wires causing connections to break which can create a shock hazard when powered
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HALO® HALO - Cooper Industries 

afin de répondre aux normes NEC les plus récentes et sont homo- logués UL conformément au UL 1571 OU 1570. Avant d'effec
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090954_Hanger_Instr.qxd:Layout 1 - Cooper Industries 

OR HANDLING OF THIS PRODUCT. WARNING: NOTE ACTUAL FIXTURE DESCRIPTION OF ANY. SHORTAGE OR NOTICEABLE DAMAGE ON. DELIVERY
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Fallstudie: Greenply Industries Limited 

virtueller Server und IntelliSnap. VORTEILE .... DE | +49 69 64350 6000 DEUTSCHLAND | +43 1 994 60 6602 ÖSTERREICH | +41 44 308 38 68 SCHWEIZ.
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IF 1652 - Cooper Industries 

ADVERTENCIA. PELIGRO DE DESCARGA ELÉCTRICA. Para evitar una ... estén dañados. • Controle las conexiones para detectar s
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HALO Commercial - Cooper Industries 

experiencia en cableado de edificios o por un electricista calificado. El sistema eléctrico y el método de conexión eléc
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Datenblatt - Vicon Industries 

1024 Pixel. VGA Video. Darstellungsmodi: Multi-Bild Darstellungsmodi fÃ¼r Livebilder und Videoaufzeichnung mit 1, 4, 6, 9,. 16 Kameras. Frontpanel Anzeige:.
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Ruhr Brutalismus - Aufruf zum gemeinsamen Mapping - HMKV 

08.04.2017 - August. Was habe ich davon? →Alle Teilnehmer*innen erhalten vom HMKV zwei Freikarten für die Ausstellung Gesellschaft zur Wertschätzung.
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festival - Cecut 

Participa: Luis Angel Isaías Silva. CECUT¡ / 17 h / Entrada libre. Sábado 12 ... Salvador Cortés. Sala Federico Campbell
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Festival Propuesta 

MÓDULO DE PRENSA. PARA SALESFORCE. GUIA DE USUARIO. Page 2. 1. INTRODUCCIÓN. ✓. ✓. ✓. ✓. ✓. ✓. Page 3. ✓. Page 4. 2. ¿CÓ
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festival guide guía del festival guide du festival 

10 jul. 2015 - The Games will be a unique moment in the history of our region. ...... In 1999, the inaugural Parapan Am
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LE FESTIVAL 

Snaredrum. Fielddrum. (snares off). Bongos / Templeblocks. Cowbell / Tambourine. Toms. Tambourine. Tambourine / Templeblocks. Susp.Cymbal / Castagnets.
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installation instructions for - Cooper Industries 

DE LAMPE LZR-404. For use with ... Use a narrow blade screwdriver as shown to ... FIG A. 3:5: NM Thumh. Latch. Circuit N
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Iris squares copy - Cooper Industries 

Conservación de Energía - de Nueva York;. Código Internacional de Conservación de. Energía. Conexión Eléctrica. • No dej
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